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kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained,
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 2021-01-01

until happily rescued in the month of January,

"Having been born a freeman, and for more than

1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been

thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a

suggested that an account of my life and fortunes

free State—and having at the end of that time been

would not be uninteresting to the public." -an
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excerpt

one of the most popular texts of all time, crossing

Nimpentoad Henry Herz 2012-02-10 A children's

East-West divides and inspiring poets and

fantasy book telling the tale of the courageous and

filmmakers worldwide. But why, over three

resourceful little Nimpentoad, who leads his tribe of

thousand years, has the Odyssey's appeal proved so

Niblings through the perilous Grunwald Forest,

remarkably resilient and long lasting? Edith Hall

overcoming obstacles and encountering strange

explains the enduring fascination of Homer's epic in

creatures along the way. Kids aged 7-9 enjoy the

terms of its extraordinary susceptibility to

adventure and stunning illustrations. Parents

adaptation. Not only has the story reflected a

appreciate a story that discourages bullying, and

myriad of different agendas, but - from the

emphasizes teamwork, creativity, perseverance,

tragedies of classical Athens to modern detective

and leadership.

fiction, film, travelogue and opera - it has seemed

The Return of Ulysses Edith Hall 2012-08-15

perhaps uniquely fertile in generating new artistic

Whether they focus on the bewitching song of the

forms. Cultural texts as diverse as Joyce's Ulysses,

Sirens, his cunning escape from the cave of the

Suzanne Vega's Calypso, Monteverdi's Il Ritorno

terrifying one-eyed Cyclops, or the vengeful

d'Ulisse in Patria, the Coen Brothers' O Brother

slaying of the suitors of his beautiful wife Penelope,

Where Art Thou?, Daniel Vigne's Le Retour de

the stirring adventures of Ulysses/Odysseus are

Martin Guerre, and Anthony Minghella's Cold

amongst the most durable in human culture. The

Mountain all show that Odysseus is truly a versatile

picaresque return of the wandering pirate-king is

hero. His travels across the wine-dark Aegean are
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journeys not just into the mind of one of the most

and photographs.

brilliantly creative of all the ancient Greek writers.

You Might Be a Zombie and Other Bad News

They are as much a voyage beyond the limits of a

Cracked.com 2010-12-28 From the most-read humor

narrative which can plausibly lay claim to being the

site on the internet, Cracked.com YOU MIGHT BE

quintessential global phenomenon.

A ZOMBIE… You're going to wish you never

The Mammoth Encyclopedia of Extraterrestrial

picked up this book. Some facts are too terrifying to

Encounters Ronald Story 2012-03-01 Over 400

teach in school. Unfortunately, Cracked.com is more

entries from more than 100 contributors cover

than happy to fill you in: * A zombie apocalypse? It

everything from the incidents and witnesses

could happen. 50% of humans are infected with a

involved to the concepts at stake and experts'

parasite that can take over your brain. * The FDA

personal position statements. Entries range from

wouldn't let you eat bugs, right? Actually, you

alien abductions, the Fantasy Prone hypothesis and

might want to put down those jelly beans. And that

JAL Flight no 1628, to the Lakenheath-Bentwaters

apple. And that strawberry yogurt. * Think

Episode, mind control by aliens and Roswell. The

dolphins are our friends? Then these sex-crazed

contributors include: Isaac Asimov, Jerome Clark,

thrill killers of the sea have you right where they

Erich von Daniken, Peter Davenport, Hilary Evans,

want you. * The most important discovery in the

Timothy Good, Marvin Kottmeyer, Jenny Randles,

history of genetics? Francis Crick came up with it

Carl Sagan, Whitley Streiber and Jacques Vallee.

while on LSD. * Think you're going to choose

There are over 300 images, eyewitness drawings

whether or not to buy this book? Scientists say your
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brain secretly makes all your decisions 10 seconds

Sherlock Holmes of death detectives. When the

before you even know what they are. If you’re a

dead reveal some of their most sensational, macabre,

fan of The Oatmeal or Frak.com and hate being

and poignant tales, more often than not it’s Mann

wrong about stuff, you’ll love what you find in

who’s been listening. Now, in this remarkable

YOU MIGHT BE A ZOMBIE from the twisted

casebook, he offers an in-depth behind-the-scenes

minds at Cracked.

portrait of his sometimes gruesome, frequently

Forensic Detective Robert Mann 2007-01-30 Death.

dangerous, and always compelling profession. In

It’s not only inevitable and frightening, it’s

cases around the world, Mann has been called upon

intriguing and fascinating–especially today, when

to unmask killers with nothing but the bones of

science continues to make ever more stunning

their victims to guide him, draw out clues that

advances in the investigation of the oldest and

restore identities to the nameless dead, recover

darkest of mysteries. To discover the how and why

remains thought to be hopelessly lost, and piece

of death, unearth its roots, and expose the mechanics

together the events that can unlock the truth

of its grim handiwork is, at least in some sense, to

behind the most baffling deaths. The infamous 9/11

master it. And in the process, if a criminal can be

terror attacks, which killed thousands; the

caught or closure found, so much the better. Enter

unplanned killing that inaugurated serial murderer

Robert Mann, forensic anthropologist, deputy

Jeffrey Dahmer’s grisly spree; mysterious military

scientific director of the U.S. government’s Central

fatalities from World War II to the Cold War to

Identification Laboratory, and, some might say, the

Vietnam, including the amazing case of the
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Vietnam War’s Unknown Soldier–all the

threatening to rob the world of all his loveable

fascinating stories are here, along with photos from

characters that filled our youths and adulthoods

the author’s personal files. Mystery hangings, mass

with humor and delight. Voice Lessons tells the

graves, errant body parts, actual skeletons in closets,

heartwarming and life-affirming story of Rob’s

and a host of homicides steeped in bizarre clues and

experience with an aggressive cancer treatment

buried secrets–they’re all in a day’s work for one

and recovery regimen, which luckily led to a full

dedicated detective whose job begins when a life

recovery. Rob quickly returned to doing what he

ends.

loves most, but with a much deeper appreciation of

Voice Lessons Rob Paulsen 2019-10-08 Rob Paulsen

what he came so close to losing. His new lease on

is one of Hollywood’s busiest, most talented, and

life inspired him to rededicate himself to his fans,

most passionate performers. If you don’t know him

particularly the new friends he made along the

by name, you will know him by the many

way: hundreds of sick children and their families.

characters he has brought to life: Pinky from Pinky

Rob said it best himself: “I can not only continue to

and the Brain, Yakko from Animaniacs, the tough

make a living, but make a difference, and I can’t

but loveable Raphael from the original animated

wait to use that on the biggest scale that I can.”

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and many more. So

100 Days of Sunlight Abbie Emmons 2019-08-07

you can imagine how terrifying it must have been

When 16-year-old poetry blogger Tessa Dickinson

when Rob was diagnosed with throat cancer,

is involved in a car accident and loses her eyesight

putting his entire livelihood in jeopardy and

for 100 days, she feels like her whole world has
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been turned upside-down. Terrified that her vision

into her darkness to show her that there is more

might never return, Tessa feels like she has nothing

than one way to experience the world. As Tessa

left to be happy about. But when her grandparents

grows closer to Weston, she finds it harder and

place an ad in the local newspaper looking for a

harder to imagine life without him -- and Weston

typist to help Tessa continue writing and blogging,

can't imagine life without her. But he still hasn't

an unlikely answer knocks at their door: Weston

told her the truth, and when Tessa's sight returns

Ludovico, a boy her age with bright eyes, an

he'll have to make the hardest decision of his life:

optimistic smile...and no legs. Knowing how angry

vanish from Tessa's world...or overcome his fear of

and afraid Tessa is feeling, Weston thinks he can

being seen. 100 Days of Sunlight is a poignant and

help her. But he has one condition -- no one can tell

heartfelt novel by author Abbie Emmons. If you

Tessa about his disability. And because she can't see

like sweet contemporary romance and strong

him, she treats him with contempt: screaming at

family themes then you'll love this touching story

him to get out of her house and never come back.

of hope, healing, and getting back up when life

But for Weston, it's the most amazing feeling: to be

knocks you down.

treated like a normal person, not just a sob story. So

Destabilizing the Hollywood Musical K. Kessler

he comes back. Again and again and again. Tessa

2010-10-13 A critical survey of Hollywood film

spurns Weston's "obnoxious optimism", convinced

musicals from the 1960s to the present. This book

that he has no idea what she's going through. But

examines how, in the post-studio system era,

Weston knows exactly how she feels and reaches

cultural, industrial and stylistic circumstances
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transformed this once happy-go-lucky genre into

over the years? ?How did ancient Egyptians, Norse,

one both fluid and cynical enough to embrace the

and Chinese think the world would end? ?When

likes of Rocky Horror and pave the way for

did Nostradamus predict that the last days would

Cannibal! and Moulin Rouge!.

come? ?Does the I Ching reference 2012? ?Why

The Real History of the End of the World Sharan

didn't the world end in Y2K? ?Are meteors, global

Newman 2010-04-06 From the author of The Real

warming, super-volcanoes, and the threat of nuclear

History Behind the Templars--the origins and

war signs that the end is near?

stories behind end-of-the-world predictions

Encounter with Tiber Buzz Aldrin 2013-05-28 An

throughout history, from Revelations to 2012. In

Apollo 11 astronaut and the Nebula

entertaining and sharp prose, historian Sharan

Award–nominated author of Directive 51 present a

Newman explores theories of world destruction

novel that “conveys the wonder and promise of

from ancient times up to the present day- theories

space” (Publishers Weekly). Born the year of the

which reveal as much about human nature as they

Moon landing, Chris Terence spends his life

do about the predominant historical, scientific, and

fighting to return humanity to that pinnacle. An

religious beliefs of the time. Readers will find

engineering student with dreams of spaceflight, he

answers to the following end-of-times questions:

finds upon graduation that the United States no

?Did the Mayans really say the world will end in

longer has need for astronauts. Years of bureaucratic

December 2012? ?How have the signs in the New

meddling have reduced the space program to a shell

Testament Book of Revelations been interpreted

of itself, and it will take the greatest scientific find
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in history to send humanity skyward once more.

Cavern of Good Touch/Bad Touch, how to be

After years battling budget hawks, Chris finally

quieter than bug thoughts, and the ultimate secrets

gets his chance to walk on the Moon. While there,

of the ninja clans. Original. 50,000 first printing.

he finds evidence of an ancient alien civilization,

The Story of a Blacklisted Bootlegger Kevin Neece

the Tiberians, who visited Earth’s satellite eight

2021-05-25 In order to report his late father's real

thousand years before. Understanding what

life EPA whistleblower crime, Kevin Neece

happened to those long-forgotten travelers will

confesses his life story to the FBI in the form of a

define the lives of Chris and his son, as they fight

Scandalous Filmmaker Tell All that's been described

against all odds to unlock the secrets of the universe.

as Self Delusional, Self Destructive, and Surreal.

“The collaboration of the first man to pilot a moon

Radiohead Tim Footman 2007 Released in 1997

lander (Aldrin) with a major voice in contemporary

before the advent of downloadable singles, looks at

science fiction (Barnes) has produced a fascinating

the composition of Radiohead's "OK Computer"

chronicle of man’s first encounter with alien

album, examining the themes and artistic and

intelligence” (Booklist).

political influences of the album created to be

The Ninja Handbook Douglas Sarine 2008 A

listened to in its entirety.

straightforward if wacky guide for would-be ninjas

Encyclopedia of Unaired Television Pilots,

takes readers step by step through the long and

1945-2018 Vincent Terrace 2018-10-25 "Terrace is

arduous process of learning the deadly art of

arguably the most prolific developer of television

ninjahood, explaining how to safely negotiate the

reference material, with more than 30 books to his
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credit"—ARBA Covering the years 1945-2018, this

to Jeffrey Epstein. With access to Epstein's victims

alphabetical listing provides details about 2,923

and lawyers, to doctors, Wall Street insiders and

unaired television series pilots, including those that

law enforcement officers, they reveal the dirty

never went into production, and those that became

secrets and sinister ties that may have driven

series but with a different cast, such as The Green

someone in Epstein’s circle to take matters into

Hornet, The Middle and Superman. Rarities include

their own hands. On the morning of August 10,

proposed shows starring Bela Lugosi, Doris Day,

2019, Epstein, friend and financier to the rich and

Humphrey Bogart, Barbara Stanwyck, Orson

powerful, was found unresponsive in his prison cell

Welles, Claudette Colbert and Mae West, along

in lower Manhattan, where he awaited his second

with such casting curiosities as Mona Freeman, not

trial for sexual predation and other crimes. He was

Gale Storm, as Margie in My Little Margie, and

rushed to a local hospital and one hour later

John Larkin as Perry Mason long before Raymond

pronounced dead by suicide. Across the world, a

Burr played the role.

sinister web of powerful billionaires, celebrities, and

A Convenient Death Alana Goodman 2020-06-02

politicians, including Bill and Hillary Clinton, had

Who killed Jeffrey Epstein? Two journalists look

reason to sigh with relief at news of Epstein’s death.

for answers. A must-read for fans of the Netflix

Having flown on his private planes and visited his

docuseries Filthy Rich. In A Convenient Death,

many homes—the sites of so many illicit

investigative reporters Alana Goodman and Daniel

activities—they had much to lose if their

Halper search for the truth of what really happened

transgressions were ever exposed. And now,
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Epstein was silenced for good. But cracks in the

everything! Technology decayed as mankind was

official story soon emerged. And the questions kept

reduced to an extremely primitive level. Two

coming: · Why did the surveillance cameras in front

years after the devastation, a young man explores a

of Epstein’s cell stop working that night? · Why

nation reduced to barbarism: America. Miraculously

was Epstein's cellmate transferred out and never

re-educated after the cataclysm, he is accompanied

replaced? · Why was a high-profile prisoner so

by a young woman - somehow spared the

suddenly taken off suicide watch and left

obliterating effects of the amnesia wind. Pursued by

unguarded for eight hours? Was Epstein murdered

a relentless killing machine, they search for those

to protect the powerful people who feared what he

responsible for stealing their memories.

might reveal? The American public deserves to

Ghosts Aliens Trey Hamburger 2008-11-04 Are you

know the truth. With this book, they can finally

freaked out by the mere thought of a bird winking

understand the facts and decide for themselves.

at you? Or do you panic when you hear an

A Wind Named Amnesia Hideyuki Kikuchi 2008

unexplained gurgling sound? Well, listen to this.

The Apocalypse didn't end with a BANG, but with

On Saturday, March 8, at 7:12 p.m., Trey

a whimper. Silently, the 'amnesia wind' swept

Hamburger heard a second hand account of a

away all of mankind's knowledge. Thousands of

teleporting Hot Pocket and started wiggin' out bad.

years of human civilization vanished overnight as

So he and his amigo Mike Stevens basically went

people forgot how to use the tools of modern

into combat mode and ended up encountering some

civilization; who they were, how to speak -

of the most seriously messed-up shit ever. And
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they're STILL FREAKED OUT ABOUT IT. Now,

host of other wonderfully imagined characters, such

even though these guys aren't SCIENTISTS, it's

as Margaret Dwyer, a suburban housewife who

pretty for sure that they might have extrapolated

startles herself by shoplifting a pepperoni sausage,

something HUGE, which will have the intellectual

and Flora Perriton, who is consumed with thoughts

community going nuts for weeks. This is their

of lost opportunities when an old friend passes

story. Ghost/Aliens is probably the first time ever a

away. Then there's Ed, who-overcome by the death

regular person has investigated this sort of thing. So

of his favourite rock star-embarks on a pilgrimage to

now the people of planet Earth will finally know

New York City to meet the singer's widow. As

the truth about all those levitating towels and dead

always, the stories in this rewarding and irreverent

grandpas popping up all over the place.

collection prove that Stuart McLean is indeed a

The Hollywood Reporter 2009

national treasure.

Stories from the Vinyl Cafe Stuart McLean

QI: The Book of Animal Ignorance John Lloyd

2009-09-29 Like an old friend who's turned up in

2009-01-08 Join QI's expedition into the animal

town, Stuart McLean returns with "Stories from the

kingdom to encounter 100 of its most remarkable

Vinyl Cafe," his bestselling collection of tales based

subjects. Marvel at the elephants that walk on

on his enormously popular Vinyl Cafe radio

tiptoe, pigs that shine in the dark, and the

program. The collection features Canada's much-

woodlouse that drinks through its bottom.

loved fictional family: Dave, Morley, Stephanie and

Albatrosses can fly non-stop for ten years without

Sam. Stories from the Vinyl Cafe also introduces a

touching the ground. Box jellyfish have twenty-
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four eyes. Geese mourn their dead. Koalas don't

into a nightmare beyond imagining—“this book will

drink. Monkeys pay to look at porn. Lobsters live

scare the hell out of you” (Kansas City Star).

for a century. Mice sing while having sex. Spiders

Intelligent Projects Using Python Santanu

can fly.

Pattanayak 2019-01-31 Implement machine

The Amityville Horror Jay Anson 2019-12-03 “A

learning and deep learning methodologies to build

fascinating and frightening book” (Los Angeles

smart, cognitive AI projects using Python Key

Times)—the bestselling true story about a house

FeaturesA go-to guide to help you master AI

possessed by evil spirits, haunted by psychic

algorithms and concepts8 real-world projects

phenomena almost too terrible to describe. In

tackling different challenges in healthcare, e-

December 1975, the Lutz family moved into their

commerce, and surveillanceUse TensorFlow, Keras,

new home on suburban Long Island. George and

and other Python libraries to implement smart AI

Kathleen Lutz knew that, one year earlier, Ronald

applicationsBook Description This book will be a

DeFeo had murdered his parents, brothers, and

perfect companion if you want to build insightful

sisters in the house, but the property—complete

projects from leading AI domains using Python.

with boathouse and swimming pool—and the price

The book covers detailed implementation of projects

had been too good to pass up. Twenty-eight days

from all the core disciplines of AI. We start by

later, the entire Lutz family fled in terror. This is

covering the basics of how to create smart systems

the spellbinding, shocking true story that gripped

using machine learning and deep learning

the nation about an American dream that turned

techniques. You will assimilate various neural
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network architectures such as CNN, RNN, LSTM,

models for tackling any kind of AI problems

to solve critical new world challenges. You will

without any hassle. What you will learnBuild an

learn to train a model to detect diabetic retinopathy

intelligent machine translation system using seq-2-

conditions in the human eye and create an

seq neural translation machinesCreate AI

intelligent system for performing a video-to-text

applications using GAN and deploy smart mobile

translation. You will use the transfer learning

apps using TensorFlowTranslate videos into text

technique in the healthcare domain and implement

using CNN and RNNImplement smart AI Chatbots,

style transfer using GANs. Later you will learn to

and integrate and extend them in several

build AI-based recommendation systems, a mobile

domainsCreate smart reinforcement, learning-based

app for sentiment analysis and a powerful chatbot

applications using Q-LearningBreak and generate

for carrying customer services. You will implement

CAPTCHA using Deep Learning and Adversarial

AI techniques in the cybersecurity domain to

Learning Who this book is for This book is intended

generate Captchas. Later you will train and build

for data scientists, machine learning professionals,

autonomous vehicles to self-drive using

and deep learning practitioners who are ready to

reinforcement learning. You will be using libraries

extend their knowledge and potential in AI. If you

from the Python ecosystem such as TensorFlow,

want to build real-life smart systems to play a

Keras and more to bring the core aspects of machine

crucial role in every complex domain, then this

learning, deep learning, and AI. By the end of this

book is what you need. Knowledge of Python

book, you will be skilled to build your own smart

programming and a familiarity with basic machine
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learning and deep learning concepts are expected to

biggest idiot ever!!!!!! So if you have any brains, you

help you get the most out of the book

will shut up and get a life. So go shut up, you stupid

Film Remakes Constantine Verevis 2006 An

idiot. No thank you, Robert Hamburger

introduction to some of the issues and concerns

The Book of General Ignorance John Mitchinson

arising from the concept of film remaking.

2007-08-07 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •

Real Ultimate Power: The Official Ninja Book

Misconceptions, misunderstandings, and flawed facts

Robert Hamburger 2015-03-20 Dear Stupid Idiots, A

finally get the heave-ho in this humorous,

lot of you have been saying that I don't know

downright humiliating book of reeducation based on

anything about REAL ninjas. But that's a bunch of

the phenomenal British bestseller. Challenging

bull crap! You dummies don't know anything. And

what most of us assume to be verifiable truths in

maybe YOU should get a life. I bet a lot of you have

areas like history, literature, science, nature, and

never even seen a girl naked! You idiots believe

more,The Book of General Ignorance is a witty

that ninjas had some "code of honor." Yeah right! If

“gotcha” compendium of how little we actually

by "code of honor," you mean "code to flip out and

know about anything. It’ll have you scratching

go nuts for absolutely no reason at all even if it

your head wondering why we even bother to go to

means that people might think you are totally

school. Think Magellan was the first man to

insane or sweet," then you are right. But if you

circumnavigate the globe, baseball was invented in

mean a "code to be nice and speak nicely while

America, Henry VIII had six wives, Mount Everest

sharing and not cutting off heads," then you're the

is the tallest mountain? Wrong, wrong, wrong, and
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wrong again. You’ll be surprised at how much you

speaker . . . A more effective communicator . . . A

don’t know! Check out The Book of General

funnier, happier human being . . . You can learn to

Ignorance for more fun entries and complete

leave ‘em laughing! David Letterman learned to do

answers to the following: How long can a chicken

it. Jay Leno learned to do it. Roseanne Barr learned

live without its head? About two years. What do

to do it. So can you! Now successful stand-up comic

chameleons do? They don’t change color to match

Judy Carter—who went from teaching high school

the background. Never have; never will. Complete

to performing in Las Vegas, Atlantic City, Lake

myth. Utter fabrication. Total Lie. They change

Tahoe, and on over 45 major TV shows—gives you

color as a result of different emotional states. How

the same hands-on, step-by-step instruction she’s

many legs does a centipede have? Not a hundred.

taught to students in her comedy workshops. She

How many toes has a two-toed sloth? It’s either six

shows you how to do it: create an act, perform it,

or eight. Who was the first American president?

make money with it, or apply it to everyday life.

Peyton Randolph. What were George Washington’s

Discover: • The formulas for creating comedy

false teeth made from? Mostly hippopotamus. What

material • How to find your own style • The three

was James Bond’s favorite drink? Not the vodka

steps to putting your act together • Rehearsal do’s

martini.

and don’ts • What to do if you bomb • Ways to

Stand-Up Comedy Judy Carter 2010-03-03 If you

punch up your everyday life with humor

think you’re funny, buy this book! Whether you

Encyclopedia of Television Shows, 1925 through

dream of becoming a star . . . A better public

2010, 2d ed. Vincent Terrace 2014-01-10 This fully
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updated and expanded edition covers over 10,200

bigger storm is coming. And from that moment on,

programs, making it the most comprehensive

nothing will ever he the same...

documentation of television programs ever

The Book of Iowa Films Marty Knepper 2014-08-04

published. In addition to covering the standard

This is the first comprehensive history of films

network and cable entertainment genres, the book

made in or about Iowa. It reflects some twenty

also covers programs generally not covered

years of collecting, lecturing, and talking with some

elsewhere in print (or even online), including

of Iowa's current generation of independent

Internet series, aired and unaired pilot films, erotic

filmmakers. It covers the span from 1918 to 2013

series, gay and lesbian series, risqué cartoons and

and gives important background information on

experimental programs from 1925 through 1945.

dozens of high profile films such as the STATE

American Gods Neil Gaiman 2002-04-30 Shadow is a

FAIR films of 1933 and 1945, THE BRIDGES OF

man with a past. But now he wants nothing more

MADISON COUNTY, FIELD OF DREAMS, and

than to live a quiet life with his wife and stay out of

many others. It is designed as a companion for the

trouble. Until he learns that she's been killed in a

State Historical Society's blockbuster "Hollywood in

terrible accident. Flying home for the funeral, as a

the Heartland" exhibition in Des Moines that is

violent storm rocks the plane, a strange man in the

scheduled to run at least through 2016. The book

seat next to him introduces himself. The man calls

has an interpretive essay covering the entire

himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows more about

history as well as paragraph length descriptions of

Shadow than is possible. He warns Shadow that a far

each film. A user-friendly feature is the Index of
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Films, which makes it easy to locate discussions of

thought-provoking, and thorough." - Rick

individual films. Marty Knepper is a featured

Strassman, M.D., author of DMT: The Spirit

commentator on video screens in the "Hollywood in

Molecule: A Doctor's Revolutionary Research into

the Heartland" exhibition.

the Biology of Near-Death and Mystical

Ketamine Karl Jansen 2004 "Karl Jansen's book

Experiences "It is an excellent book... a well done

Ketamine, Dreams, and Realities is a goldmine of

comprehensive review of the entire history of

information on this fascinating substance that

ketamine." - Evgeny Krupitsky, M.D., Ph.D.

combines in a unique way the properties of an

Pioneer researcher into the use of ketamine-assisted

anesthetic and a psychedelic. It is clearly written,

psychotherapy in the treatment of alcoholism and

well researched and documented, and presents a

heroin addiction.

balanced and objective view point. The author's

Every Day Is an Atheist Holiday! Penn Jillette

broad perspective that covers all the aspects of

2012-11-13 From Emmy Award–winning, world-

Ketamine from pharmacology to its use in raves

famous magician Penn Jillette comes an irreverent,

makes this book interesting for clinicians and

hilarious, and provocative book of essays—the

researchers, as well as the general public."- Stan

perfect gift for the skeptic in your life. Let's be

Grof, M.D., author of Psychology of the Future:

honest—nobody has more fun than atheists. Don't

Lessons From Modern Consciousness Research; LSD

believe it? Well, consider this: For non-believers,

Psychotherapy "Indispensable reading for those

every day you're alive is a day to celebrate! And no

with any interest in ketamine. Entertaining,

one celebrates life to the fullest like Penn Jillette,
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the larger, louder half of legendary magic duo Penn

good 'people skills' - it never hesitates to bluntly

& Teller, whose spectacularly witty and sharply

point out when we are wrong. But it is only trying

observant essays in Every Day Is an Atheist

to help! Mathematics is a friend which can fill the

Holiday! will entertain zealots and skeptics alike.

gaps in what our brains can do naturally. Luckily,

Whether he's contemplating the possibility of life

even though we don't like sharing our own

after death, deconstructing popular Christmas carols,

mistakes, we love to read about what happens

or just calling bullsh*t on Donald Trump, Jillette

when maths errors make the everyday go horribly

does not fail to shock and delight his readers. And as

wrong. Matt Parker explores and explains near

ever, underneath these rollicking rants lie a deeply

misses and mishaps with planes, bridges, the

personal philosophy and a generous spirit, which

internet and big data as a way of showing us not

find joy and meaning in family, and peace in the

only how important maths is, but how we can use

simple beauty of the everyday. Every Day Is an

it to our advantage. This comedy of errors is a

Atheist Holiday! is a hysterical affirmation of life's

brilliantly told series of disaster stories with a happy

magic from one of the most distinctly perceptive

ending.

and provocative humorists writing today.

The Alphabet of Manliness Maddox 2011-09-27

Humble Pi Matt Parker 2019-03-07 We would all

Religious Imaging in Millennialist America Ashley

be better off if everyone saw mathematics as a

Crawford 2018-09-19 Ashley Crawford investigates

practical ally. Sadly, most of us fear maths and seek

how such figures as Ben Marcus, Matthew Barney,

to avoid it. This is because mathematics doesn't have

and David Lynch—among other artists, novelists,
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and film directors—utilize religious themes and

these small towns have their share of surprises. Do

images via Christianity, Judaism, and Mormonism

you know which crime scene inspired the famous

to form essentially mutated variations of

film Anatomy of a Murder or where you will find

mainstream belief systems. He seeks to determine

the infamous “Naughty Cow” statue—and how it

what drives contemporary artists to deliver

got its nickname? The locations featured in this

implicitly religious imagery within a ‘secular’

book range from quaint to historic, and they

context. Particularly, how religious heritage and

wonderfully represent the Great Lakes State. Little

language, and the mutations within those, have

Michigan, written by lifelong resident Kathryn

impacted American culture to partake in an

Houghton, is for anyone who grew up in a small

aesthetic of apocalyptism that underwrites it.

town and for everyone who takes pride in being

Little Michigan Kathryn Houghton 2018-05-01

called a Michigander. They may be small towns,

Michigan’s small towns have great stories. Little

but they have huge character!

Michigan presents 100 towns with populations

Warning Miracle

under 600. From the state’s long mining history to

A Strange Little Place Brennan Storr 2016-08-08

its Civil War heritage, each community is charming

Revelstoke: Where the worlds of the living, dead,

and unique. With full-color photographs, fun facts,

and extraordinary collide Embark on a fascinating

and fascinating details about every locale, it’s almost

journey into Revelstoke, Canada, a world-

as if you’re walking down Main Street, waving

renowned ski destination with a well-kept secret: it

hello to folks who know all of their neighbors. Plus,

has a long and active paranormal history just as
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breathtaking as its mountain views. Packed with

Another installment in Tucker Max’s series of

stories of hauntings, UFOs, Sasquatch, missing time,

stories about his drunken debauchery and ridiculous

and much more, A Strange Little Place takes you

antics. What began as a simple sentence on an

into a small town full of thrilling secrets and bizarre

obscure website, “My name is Tucker Max, and I

encounters. Chronicling over seventy years of

am an asshole,” and developed into two infamously

unusual occurrences in his hometown, Brennan

genre-defining books, I Hope They Serve Beer In

Storr provides exciting, first-hand accounts of

Hell and Assholes Finish First, ends here. But as

unexplainable phenomena. Discover the sinister

you should expect from Tucker by now, he is going

mysteries of Rogers Pass, the strange craft and

out with a bang—literally and figuratively. In this

spectral music of the Arrow Lakes, and generations

book, you’ll learn: * How to live and work in

of hauntings in the infamous Holten House. As a

Cancun, while still enrolled in Law School * Why

magnet for the supernatural, Revelstoke invites

Halloween is really awesome * How to subtly

you to experience things you never thought

torture a highstrung roommate until he explodes

possible.

with furious anger over a misplaced condiment *

Hilarity Ensues Tucker Max 2012-02-07 The New

What really happened when a dirty pageant girl

York Times bestselling author of I Hope They

tried to sue Tucker because he told the truth *

Serve Beer in Hell and Assholes Finish First

Why you should never accept a homemade treat

delivers a new collection of thirty 100% true, 100%

from a hippie with a van As we’ve come to learn

exclusive stories of comically perverse excess.

from Tucker, assholes do finish first...but everything
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comes with a price.

up by agencies within the USA itself? The Kindle

Conspiracies Andy Thomas 2019-12-10 At any time

edition includes an update on all the conspiracy

in our history, you will find significant and

theories that have emerged in the wake of the

seemingly indisputable events occurring, the kind

Coronavirus pandemic. The author opens the

that can change the course of our lives -- the

conspiracy casebook by examining the mindset of

assassination of President John F. Kennedy, the

those who believe in conspiracies, and considers

terrorist attacks of 9/11. Yet for every one of them,

whether the dismissive attitude towards them has

somebody, somewhere will loudly dispute the

been fair. Part Two looks into history to establish

'official' account, doubting that the truth has been

that conspiracies do occur, credibility should

told. In today's environment, with trust in

therefore be given to belief in some of the alleged

authorities at an all-time low, conspiracy theories

plots and cover-ups of today. This leads into a well-

have found a new currency, and websites and social

argued examination of some of the most popular

networking ensure they receive a wider and more

conspiracies of our times, including theories over

rapid spread than ever before. But how do we

assassinations, UFO cover-ups, and widely voiced

separate truth from imagination? Was Princess

concerns over 9/11 and the 'New World Order'.

Diana murdered, as many people think, despite all

Part Three draws the conclusion that while not all

the official denials? Did NASA really go to the

conspiracy theories can be proven, they do at least

Moon, when anomalies in the photographic record

draw attention to paths not to take, and can be

suggest otherwise? Could 9/11 really have been set

valuable in helping to create a better world where
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new trust and hope can be forged. Are we living in

human nature massively distorted through a dark

a world of control, of oppression, of habitual

lens? The truth probably lies somewhere in the

deception? Is this really how things are, or simply

middle.
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